WARRIOR ROBOTS OF THE ROBO FORCE™

BLAZER™
The Ignitor Robot

COPTOR™
The Enforcer Robot

SENTINEL™
The Protector Robot

WRECKER™
The Demolisher Robot

ENEMY™
The Dictator Robot

SOTA™
The Creator Robot

CRUEL™
The Detonator Robot

VULGAR™
The Destroyer Robot

HUN-DRED™
The Conqueror Robot
MAXX STEELE™
The Leader Robot

MAXX is the toughest of the tough and the leader of the Robo Force™. With the motto “Any mission, any time, any place,” his primary assets are his brute strength and his almost total invulnerability. His personal arsenal of attack weaponry includes a pair of laser hand weapons stored in his backpack and a back-mounted, swiveling double-barreled attack gun. And let no one — and no thing — doubt: Maxx is well able and prepared to use them!
ASSAULT ON THE FORTRESS OF STEELE!

IN A REMOTE CORNER OF THE PLANET ZETON STANDS THE FORTRESS OF STEELE, HOME OF ROBO FORCE™ LEADER MAXX STEELE™. ITS LOCATION IS ONE OF THE BEST KEPT SECRETS OF THE UNIVERSE...

OR, AT LEAST, IT WAS!

AFTER YEARS OF SEARCHING—I'VE FOUND IT!

NOW MAXX STEELE™ SHALL FEEL THE FURY OF HUNDRED™ THE CONQUEROR!
INSIDE HIS FORTRESS, MAXX STEELE™ IS CONDUCTING A DELICATE EXPERIMENT.

THE MEMORY ENHANCER WILL INCREASE YOUR ABILITY TO RECALL DATA, BLAZER™!

Glad to hear it, Chief... maybe now I'll remember where I left my saxophone after that gig on Beta-5!

I'm shutting down your circuits to prevent an overload.

No problem--I needed a nap anyway!

I've got to monitor the power input... eh--what's this?

The alarm! An intruder approaches! Activate defenses--full video surveillance!

Beep--beep--beep!
As Hun-dred™ nears, automatic weapon-pods swing into action.

Intruder... halt... state your name and purpose.

Gladly.

My name is Hun-dred™! My purpose--to destroy Maxx Steele!

And it'll take more than a puny weapon-pod to stop me!

Dzzz!

Indeed I do, Hun-dred™.

Do you hear me, Maxx™ Steele!??

And if it's a fight you're looking for, it's a fight you'll get!!
YOU FORGOT TO LEAVE THE DOOR OPEN--
SO I'M DRILLING MY OWN!

EVEN AFTER I DEFEATED YOUR DEFENSIVE SYSTEMS-- YOU STILL DARE TO FACE ME!

IN CASE YOU HAVEN'T HEARD, HUN-DRED™ I'M MY OWN DEFENSIVE SYSTEM!

HUN-DRED IS PROGRAMMED WITH ONLY ONE SENSE-- THE ABILITY TO SENSE FEAR-- IN MAXX STEELE HE CAN SENSE NONE!

MAXX DODGES AND RETURNS FIRE!

NOT BAD FOR AN AMATEUR-- NOW WATCH HOW THE PROS DO IT!

TRY AND LAUGH THIS OFF, MAXX!
I can't last much longer-- Maxx's defenses are too strong! I can't score a solid hit!

Too hot for you, Hundred? You know what they say, if you can't take the heat, stay out of the kitchen!

I'll have to trick him!

Hundred, cut that beam-- it'll crush Blazer if I don't catch it!
GOT IT!

NOW... WHILE HIS BACK IS TURNED--I'LL FINISH HIM!

BUT MAXX'S BACK-MOUNTED DUAL LASERS FIRE FIRST!

URGZZZZ*

ZAP!

JUST LIKE HUNDRED™ TO TRY A SNEAK ATTACK-- BUT MY LASER BLAST KNOCKED HIM OUT COLD!

WHEN HE COMES TO I'LL HAVE ANOTHER SURPRISE FOR HIM!
AS HUNDRED™ RECOVERS...

DO YOU THINK YOU CAN DEFEAT ME WITH ONE LUCKY SHOT?!

NOT ONE LUCKY SHOT-- BUT MAYBE TWO...

I'LL DESTROY YOU, MAXX... I'LL...

I CAN'T REMEMBER... MY HEAD... IT'S BUZZING...

WHAT... IS... MY... MISSION...

I REVERSED THE POLARITY ON THE MEMORY ENHANCER AND GAVE HUNDRED A FULL BLAST!
HIS FRIENDS MAY RE-PROGRAM HIM--BUT HE'LL NEVER RECALL THIS BATTLE OR THE LOCATION OF MY FORTRESS.

WHERE AM I... WHO AM I?

BLAZER™ ARE YOU JUST WAKING UP?

Yeah, man... And I had the weirdest dream--lights flashing, noise...

AND TO TOP IT OFF, I STILL CAN'T REMEMBER WHERE I LEFT MY SAXOPHONE!

END.
ENERGIZE YOUR WARRIOR ROBOTS WITH THESE ACTION VEHICLES

Robo Force™ Robocruiser™
Air Activated
ACTION ATTACK VEHICLE

This “good guy” robot action vehicle features a unique air activation system: insert the special “Air Bot” activator into the nozzle on the vehicle, squeeze, and the vehicle starts to move! The “Air Bot” pumps up a balloon that makes the motor start and the periscope rise, indicating fuel status. There’s a working robot transport lift that picks up robots — plus laser swivel cannons and more. 2 “AA” batteries required (not included).

Robo Force™ Dred Crawler™
Air Activated
ACTION ATTACK VEHICLE

The enemies of the Robo Force attack in this motorized action vehicle, which features a unique air activation system: insert the special “Air Bot” activator into the nozzle on the vehicle, squeeze, and the vehicle starts to move! The “Air Bot” pumps up a balloon that makes the motor start and the periscope rise, indicating fuel status. There’s a working pincer attack claw and laser swivel cannons. 2 “AA” batteries required (not included).

Robo Force™ Command Patroller™
Master Robot Transport Vehicle and Base Station

This master vehicle is the ultimate in Robo Force excitement! Freewheeling, with the special “Omni-Directional Steering,” this giant vehicle features a working hatch with telescoping robot lift arm, revolving airlock bay doors, a 360° swivel laser tank cannon, front-mounted battering ram and laser cannon mounts. Of course, it accepts all Robo Force Action Robot Figures.

™TRADEMARKS OF CBS INC.
**Robo Force™ Fortress of Steele™**

*Portable Robot Action Stronghold*

Solitary, brooding and unapproachable, the Fortress of Steele master environment playset is the home battle fortress of the Robo Force. Designed with three different levels of robotic action and adventure, it features a giant citadel dome that flips over to reveal the master laser siege cannon. A working robot boom crane and hoist lifts Robo Force Action Robot Figures. Other features include a revolving secret passage console, hidden arsenal compartment, “Jaws of Steele” sliding bulkhead door, working drawbridge escape, flip-over stockade cell, throne chamber, laser swivel guns, robot shuttle sled, weapon rack and more.